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Abstract
The ability to use tools is one of the features of
human intelligence. When the available tools
are not suitable, humans can modify the existing tools, or even create new ones. It is also useful for robots to learn to use and create tools so
that they can accomplish more complex tasks.
Some work in tool use learning by a robot has
been done, however, to the best of our knowledge, no previous work addresses tool creation.
In this paper, we elaborate this problem and
propose a relational learning framework that
has the potential to solve this problem. Some
promising results are described from preliminary experiments on simple tool use learning
and generation of novel tools by a real robot.
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Introduction

For most applications, robots are pre-programmed to use
tools to accomplish a particular task. They fail with a
slight modification of the tool (e.g. modification of the
tool’s structure) or the environment (e.g. change of the
object’s location). If a required tool is not available, the
robot will not be able to create a new one. We propose
a method by which a robot can learn to use a tool and,
if one is not available, it can create the tool using a 3D
printer. The first stage in this process is learning how to
use an existing tool by observing a demonstration by a
trainer. Given a new task, if an appropriate tool is not
available, the robot should be able provide a specification
of the required tool, which is passed to a design program
for manufacture.
We define a tool as an object that is deliberately employed by an agent to help it achieve a goal, which would
otherwise be more difficult or impossible to accomplish.
We want to learn a model of a tool action that describes
changes in the properties of one or more objects affected
by the tool, given that certain preconditions are met. To
find which object is useful as a tool, the robot must first

learn its structural and spatial properties in relation to
other objects in the world. This description should be
sufficiently general that similar objects can be recognised
as being usable as the tool but the description must be
sufficiently specific that it can be used to create a new
tool.
Previous work on tool-use learning by a robot uses
propositional (feature-based) representation. Learning
in this representation is difficult to generalise across different tools and situations. Brown and Sammut [2013]
propose a relational approach to overcome this weakness. However, they only performed their experiments
on a simulated robot. Their work assumes that a suitable tool to accomplish a task is available. In this case,
the robot learns to match an available tool to a particular
task, given examples from a trainer. This paper extends
their work by giving the robot the ability to design a
new tool, based on the description of a similar tool that
has been learned previously.
The setting for the learning system is Inductive Logic
Programming (ILP) [Muggleton, 1991]. This was chosen
because relational representations capture the structure
and required pose of the tool at a high-level of abstraction. This allows the system to recognise potential tool
objects that may be quite different from previously seen
tools, as long as they possess the required properties.
The abstract representation also allows flexibility in the
design of new tools. A further important feature of ILP
is that, once a knowledge is learned, it can be stored as
background knowledge for further learning.
The learning system will generate hypotheses for the
specification of tools and tool actions that must be
tested. It would be prohibitively expensive to perform all
of these tests in the real world. Therefore, preliminary
tests are conducted in a physics simulator to eliminate all
but the most likely candidates. The simulation is similar to a human pre-visualising a plan of action before
actually carrying it out.
Below, we review related work and then introduce the
representation for specifying tools and tool actions. We

then describe the learning system and present preliminary experiments. We conclude with a discussion of
future developments.
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Related Work

Research in tool creation is very new. However, some
work has been done on tool use learning by a robot.
Wood [2005] uses Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to
maintain an internal body schema, an approximation of
a geometry model, that is useful to find correct poses
to grasp a tool and reach an object using that tool.
Stoytchev [2005] applies a behavioural approach, so that
the robot may learn to use tools that have the same
functionality although their geometric models are different. Sinapov and Stoytchev [2007] extended this work
by building a compact predictive model that enables the
robot to learn novel tool affordance faster. Recent work
by Goncalves et. al. [2014] treats a tool as an intermediate object whose affordance model can be learned
by autonomous exploration. Despite good results, those
approaches are not general enough and flexible enough
to be applied across different tools and situations.
Despite good results, those approaches are not general
enough and flexible enough to be applied across different tools and situations. Brown and Sammut [2013] proposed a relational approach to tool-use learning by a simulated robot, using a form of Explanation Based Learning (EBL) and Inductive Logic Programming (ILP), to
overcome this disadvantage. We will adopt and extend
their work to solve the tool creation problem.
Tool use learning can be seen as special case of action learning. EXPO [Gil, 1994] monitors its environment continuously while it runs a plan. When faults are
detected, it learns by experimentation to find the missing precondition or effect of a planning operator. OBSERVER [Wang, 1995] is not only able to learn from
its environment, it also learns from a trainers solution
traces. TRAIL [Benson, 1996] was the first attempt to
learn action models in the form of teleo-reactive operators (TOP), in a noisy world using Inductive Logic Programming (ILP). Brown and Sammut [2013] also utilise
ILP, and EBL, to learn an action model by observation
and experimentation.

3

World Model

In this section, we present the representation for tools
and tool actions.

3.1

Tool Properties

A tools properties include its structure (e.g. number of
hooks, attached side of hook, etc.) and spatial relationships to other objects. These objects include the robot,
other tools, and objects to be manipulated. This abstract representation is in the form of Horn clause logic.

For example, we often want to align a tool along the
same axis as the target object (e.g. if the tool is a hook
used to pull the object). The concept “on axis” states
that a tool is located on the same axis as a cube.
o n a x i s ( Tool , Cube , [ Tool : PosT , Cube : PosC ] ) : −
r e l p o s e ( PosT , PosC , [ X, Y, Theta ] ) ,
Y < 0.1 ,
Y > −0.1.
The condition “relpose” tests that the poses of a tool
and a cube are the same allowing them to be displaced
only along the Y axis.

3.2

Action

We use an extended form of the STRIPS [Fikes and Nilsson, 1972] action model to define an action and how it affects the world. It is convenient to use this action model
to form a symbolic plan, as it is also a planning operator.
The novel action model that will be developed for tool
creation is described below.
PRE : precondition of states that must be true so
that the action can be done
EFFECTS: add (or delete) the states that is an effect of an action
ACTION CONSTRAINTS: numerical constraints
on action
DESIGN CONSTRAINTS: parameters that contain
design constraints
Action constraints are the constraints related to the
spatial properties of the objects. When they are solved,
an exact location may be generated and used as the primitive goal by a robot. This can be seen as behaviour generation (see Fig. 1). The design constraints apply to the
fabrication of the tools. Some of these constraints may
be known in advance, but some will only become apparent after initial attempts to make the tools. Thus, new
design constraints may be added as a result of failures
during manufacture.
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4.1

Learning Framework
Overview

Our learning framework has three important features:
incremental, active and cumulative [Sammut, 2013].
Robot must learn gradually without having to wait until
whole relevant knowledge is available. The learning time
can be reduced by actively choosing an experiment that
yields useful information. Learning results are accumulated and stored as background knowledge for further
learning.
To solve the tool-use task consistently, there are four
things that the robot must learn [Brown and Sammut,
2013]: (1) what useful effect the tool action achieves, (2)

(c) Performing tool-use experiment in the real
world. If there is failure, repeat learning on the
tool designer and, if needed, the tool specifier.
In our approach, a physics simulator has important
role as a mechanism to minimise tool-use experiments in
the real world. We will explain the detail of each stage
in the next sections.

4.2

Figure 1: An abstract action can be translated into a
low level behaviour. A constraint solver is used to get
the primitive goal that will be passed to a path planner
and a motor controller.
how to identify a good tool, (3) the correct position in
which the tool should be placed, (4) how the tool should
be manipulated after being placed. We will focus on the
first three of these by constructing a hypothesis, namely
tool-pose, that describes the spatial and structural properties of a useful tool. The tool-pose hypothesis is part
of several action models in the plan.
Ideally, a robot performs sequence of actions produced by a planner to accomplish a given task. When a
robot fails, and re-planning is not helpful, this probably
happens because its action models are incomplete [Gil,
1994]. Action learning can be performed to refine the
action models. In our approach, the robot is learning
by observing the trainer that uses a tool to complete a
task and then performing self experimentation. When
the correct tool is not available, the robot must generate
the potential novel tools and choose the correct one after
learning by trial and error. Here are the overview of our
learning stages:
1. Tool-use learning
(a) Learning by observing the trainer.
(b) Learning by experimentation to refine the tool
use hypothesis in simulation to find the most
useful tool. If no suitable tool is found, perform
tool creation.
2. Tool-creation
(a) Learning the novel tool’s specification by generalising existing tool models and perform learning by experimentation in simulation.
(b) Learning the design specification in trial-anderror fashion, using local search technique, in
the simulation to find the correct numerical design parameters.

Tool-Use Learning

Tool-use learning is the first stage where the robot learns
to select a suitable tool to solve a given task. We follow
the relational learning approach [Brown and Sammut,
2013]. EBL is utilised to develop an initial tool pose
hypothesis based on the observation. They use versionspace like hypothesis which maintain the most specific
and the most general hypothesis. An experiment is performed to test the hypothesis and the result is fed into an
ILP learner so the hypothesis can be refined. The learner
is an enhancement of Golem [Muggleton and Feng, 1990],
a bottom-up ILP method that is able to learn characteristic hypothesis from the positive examples.
While their work only performs tool-use learning in a
simulated robot, we aim to use a real robot in our experiments. However, we still use a physics simulator in our
robotics system to minimise the learning experiments in
the real world [Sushkov and Sammut, 2012]. From the
active learning point of view, the physics simulator can
be seen as a medium to choose which experiment that
yields useful information.

4.3

Tool Creation

Tool-use learning is failed when the correct tool is not
available. This leads us to the tool creation stage, which
is our main contribution. When a tool is not available
in the real world, the robot determines the functional
specification for a new tool and discovers the approximate design parameters for this tool using a physics
simulator. Those parameters may be refined through
actual tool manufacture and use. The complete learning
framework for tool creation is shown on Fig. 2.
Here are the learning stages based on above framework:
1. Tool specifier: in simulation, generate new tool
specification by generalising existing tool models
and perform tool use learning experiments via ILP.
2. Tool designer: in simulation, learn design constraints by performing trial-and-error experiments,
via a local search method, until a task can be completed, then send the tool’s specification to the designer.
3. Realise the selected tool via a 3D printer.
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Results and Discussion

This work is still in its preliminary stages. We have yet
to implement full-fledged relational approach and equip
the system with the physics simulation. The error recovery mechanism also have not implemented yet, so we
assume that all of the actions are performed perfectly.
Here we will focus in two things: testing the physical
capability of our robot to perform the simple tool-use
learning experiments, and revealing the tool creation’s
potential by generating a novel tool and using it to solve
a challenging tool-use task.

5.1

Tool-Use Learning

In this section, the experimental scenario, the states acquisition and the learning experiments are described.
Figure 2: The learning framework for tool creation includes tool specifier and tool designer components which
utilise a physics simulator to minimise real world experiment. A 3D printer is used to manufacture the tool for
further learning in the real world.

Experimental scenario
The experimental platform is a Rethink Robotics Baxter
research robot. The target object is a block placed inside a closed-ended “tube” made from 5mm white foam
board. The tools are various objects made from ABS
plastic that were 3D printed. The complete experimental scene is shown in Fig. 3.

4. Perform a tool-use experiment in the real world. If
there is failure, repeat learning on the tool designer
and, if needed, the tool specifier.
In the tool specifier stage, tool specifications are generated with varied properties, satisfying the constraints of
the action model. This tool generation can be done easily, at least in conceptual level, in a relational representation. Having some candidates of tools, experiments are
performed in simulation to find a tool that can be used
to successfully complete a plan, such as pulling an object
from a narrow tube or opening a door. Tool models from
prior learning are available as background knowledge.
While in the tool designer stage, the robot adjusts the
numerical parameters that appear as design constraints
in the tool model. A constraint solver, such as eCLiPSE
[Apt and Wallace, 2006] finds a bounded value for this
parameter. The high-level, abstract constraints reduce
the search space of the low level behaviours [Sammut and
Yik, 2010]. Furthermore, the learning experiments in the
simulator are done to find the best parameter using local
search technique, e.g. hill climbing.
After a tool candidate is found, it is realised on a 3D
printer and tool use learning is performed in the real
world to validate the model or refine it, if necessary.
If the robot fails, learning in the tool design stage and
similar follow-up procedures are repeated. If the robot
still fails, the whole tool creation stages will be repeated.
Having described about the learning framework, we
will explain the preliminary experiments on several components of this framework.

(a) Baxter robot

(b) Scene

Figure 3: The experimental scene includes the Baxter
robot, the tools, the cube, and the tube.
The Baxter has to pick up the block and place it on
a predefined location. However, because the block is located inside of a narrow tube, it is not possible for Baxter to pick it directly because it will touch (and possibly
break) the tube. Baxter has to use the tool (a kind of
hook) to pull the cube out of the tube, it may then pick
the cube and move it. The robot must learn to find the
useful tool by trial and error.
State Acquisition
In our experiment, the primitive state is acquired by object detection via a camera located in Baxter’s hand. We
recognise the object using the contour of its two dimensional shape. The block is detected as a square and the
tool is detected as polygons. Their contours are shown

in green (see Fig. 4). Beside the object’s shape and size,
its position in Cartesian coordinate is also recorded.
The abstract state describes relations between primitive states, expressed in first order logic. The abstract
state that defines the structural properties of the tools
can be seen in Fig. 5. The abstract spatial properties
are acquired in the same way.

(b) Grip the tool
(c) Locate the tool at predefined position in the
tube
(d) Pull the cube with the tool
(e) Move the tool to other location
(f) Ungrip the tool
(g) Find the new location of cube
(h) Grip the cube
(i) Move the cube to the new location
(j) Ungrip the cube
2. Based on the abstract action, execute the relevant
primitive actions. Repeat this until all abstract actions in the plan are performed

(a) Cube detection

3. Pass the experiment result (success or failure) to
ILP learner (Golem) to refine the hypothesis related
with the tool’s structural properties
4. Back to second step until the robot is able to use
the tool to accomplish the task successfully.

(b) Tool detection

Figure 4: The objects are detected based on its two dimensional shape.
In this work, we utilise a classical means-ends planner
[Bratko, 2011] to create the plan that contains a sequence
of abstract actions. The symbolic planner is written in
SWI-PROLOG [Wielemaker et al., 2012], while the low
level behaviours are written in Python in the Robot Operating System (ROS) framework. PySWIP, a Python
library, is used to bridge the gap between SWI-PROLOG
and Python.
Learning Experiments
We simplify the learning mechanism by providing initial
tool-use hypothesis, so learning by observation does not
need to be done. The spatial properties of the tool are
given. This experiment is valuable to test the capability
of Baxter robot to perform the tool-use task.
We performed preliminary tool-use learning experiments that look for useful structural properties of a tool
to pull a block located in top-right side of the tube. The
robot performs trial and error learning by pulling the
block from the same, and pre-specified, location.
Here is the experimental sequence:
1. Get the plan from the means-ends planner. Here is
an example of a simple plan for a robot that uses a
tool to pull a cube from narrow tube:
(a) Acquire the location of the cube and the tool

The results are shown in Table 1. The abbreviations
in the table are as follows: “ha” is the tool’s handle, “h1”
is the first hook of the tool, and “h2” is the second one.
The symbol “+” means successful trial or positive example, where the object is successfully pulled outside the
tube, while “-” means failed trial or negative example.
Table 1: Experiment results
attached side
(ha,h1,left)
(ha,h1,left)
(ha,h2,right)
(ha,h1,left)
(ha,h1,right)
(ha,h1,right)

attached end
(ha,h1,back)
(ha,h1,back)
(ha,h2,mid)
(ha,h1,mid)
(ha,h1,back)
(ha,h1,back)

attached angle
(ha,h1,right)
(ha,h1,right)

result
-

(ha,h1,right)
(ha,h1,oblique)
(ha,h1,right)

+

Here are the added structural literals to tool action
hypothesis after the learning experiments:
a t t a c h e d s i d e ( handle , hook1 , r i g h t ) ,
a t t a c h e d e n d ( handle , hook1 , back ) ,
a t t a c h e d a n g l e ( handle , hook1 , r i g h t a n g l e )
The learning program determines that to solve the task,
the tool must have a hook that is attached on the right
side, specifically on the back, of the handle and form
a right angle with it. There is no further generalisation happens in learning because there is only one positive example. The experiments video can be seen on
http://bit.ly/1idGCNy.
In the future, the pose of the tube and cube will be
varied in every experiment, so the learning will produce
more general and useful hypothesis. The robot will not

Figure 5: The abstract state of the tools based on their structural properties
just learn the structural properties, but also the spatial properties of the tools, that in turn will be translated into low level behaviour via solving the spatial constraints.

5.2

Tool Creation

We perform preliminary experiments in tool creation,
especially in novel tool specification learning, by giving
the robot an unsolvable task for the available tools and
performing novel tools generation. Instead of learning
to choose the tool automatically, currently we choose a
correct tool by our common sense, print and use it in
a tool-use experiment. Our goal in this experiment is
showing the tools generation process and revealing that
creation of a novel tool can improve robot’s performance.
A Challenging Task
We propose a challenging tool-use task for a robot by
preparing a special cuboid that is similar to a normal
cuboid visually, but has different properties. When an
ordinary cuboid moves straight toward the robot when it
is pulled by a tool, this cuboid moves to the outer right
side of the robot. The robot performs experiments using
the selected tool based on prior tool-use learning (see
section 5.1 ) and applies the same pulling mechanism.
The results are shown in Fig. 6.
Tool Generation
It can be seen that the available tools are not able to pull
this object correctly, so the robot has to generate a new
tool. A relational representation makes the generation
of a tool specification straightforward, at least conceptually. A program written in a relational language, like
Prolog, is a declarative description of the relationships
between the programs parameters. It can act, either as
a recogniser or a generator. That is, if the parameters
are grounded (i.e. bond to actual values), the logical expression that is the program is either satisfied or not. If

(a) The selected tool is able to pull the normal
cuboid from the tube.

(b) The selected tool is unable to pull the unique
cuboid from the tube.

Figure 6: The different movement of the objects when
pulled by the same tool. The objects have similar appearance, but possess different non-visual properties.
the program is executed with unbound parameters (i.e.
the variables are not instantiated), then the Prolog theorem prover attempts to construct values that will satisfy
the logical expression. There may be more than one
such value, therefore the program acts as a generator of
candidate solutions. In our case, many of these, while
satisfying the abstract specification, may not be feasible
in the real world.
This process does not search all of the possible properties of the tools exhaustively, as the robot already has
prior knowledge from previous tool use learning. For
example [Brown, 2009]:
t o o l p o s e ( Tool , Box , S t a t e ) :−
i n t u b e s i d e ( Box , Tube , Side , S t a t e ) ,
a t t a c h e d s i d e ( Tool , Hook , S i d e ) ,
t o u c h i n g ( Hook , Box , back , S t a t e ) ,

a t t a c h e d a n g l e ( Tool , Hook , r i g h t a n g l e ) ,
a t t a c h e d e n d ( Tool , Hook , back ) .
states that that the hook must be attached to the handle
on the same side as the location of the box inside the
tube. If the box is on the right side of the tube, the robot
will not generate any tools that have hooks on their left
side. The robot will also not create tools where the hook
forms an oblique angle with its handle, nor attached to
the middle or front end of the handle.
We add these following constraints to above
“tool pose” hypothesis as the robots background knowledge:
a t t a c h e d s i d e ( Hook , HookChild , l e f t )
a t t a c h e d s i d e ( Hook , HookChild , r i g h t )
a t t a c h e d a n g l e ( Hook , HookChild ,
right angle )
a t t a c h e d a n g l e ( Hook , HookChild ,
oblique angle )
a t t a c h e d e n d ( Hook , HookChild , back )
a t t a c h e d e n d ( Hook , HookChild , middle )
As the effect, the additional structural properties are
added and a novel tool is produced. It is shown in Fig.
7. All the tools that can be generated are shown in Fig.
8. Of those tools, it is obvious that there is one tool that
potentially accomplishes the task.

Figure 7: Example of the novel tool that generated by
our system. It has several additional structure properties.

world. However, currently we just print one of the most
promising tools based on our common sense and test it.
The successful experiment is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: A 3D printed novel tool is able to pull the
unique cuboid out from the tube.
It is obvious that the creation of a novel tool can improve the robot’s performance in solving a challenging
task. The video of these experiments can be seen on
http://bit.ly/1X3zUJW.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

Tool creation, as an extension of tool use learning, has
been introduced here. The learning framework that combines a relational approach with a physics simulator and
a 3D printer has been explained. We also have demonstrated some preliminary experiments in tool use learning (with Golem as the ILP learner) and the novel tools
generation. Both of them are done in the real robot.
The promising results show the potential of our learning
framework to solve this challenging problem.
In the future, we will perform complete, and autonomous, learning by experimentation. We will consider structural and spatial properties of all objects in
learning. The physics simulator will be used to generate novel tools and perform the experiments.Beyond the
tool’s functionality, its design parameters of also will be
learned. Another necessary improvement is developing
an error recovery mechanism for the robot.
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